
"Miles & Bird get us the best price, they also had to keep a very long sale ‘on track’"

Miles & Bird sold the house in Putney for more than the two local agents valued it for. They prepared 
information about the potential for the house (extensions, that sort of thing) & we had lots of viewings 
and offers to choose from & they helped us choose the right buyer. There was a delay in the grant of 
probate so in the end my Gran’s house took 11 months to go through. So not only did Miles & Bird 
get us the best price, they also had to keep a very long sale ‘on track’. They did a thoroughly 
professional job, and were very kind to us at a sensitive time for the family, even passing on 
messages of condolences from local well wishers & taking the trouble to get their contact details so 
we could thank them.

 Louise G / Seller Exchanged / 16th May 2017

"made us feel really happy and confident to work with them"

The whole team worked really hard and I would recommend them to anyone wanting to buy or sell a 
home in the area [Teddington].  They were friendly and professional at all times. They were quite 
different from other agents - they just had that something extra that made us feel really happy and 
confident to work with them.

Jessica M / Seller Exchanged / 11th November 2017

"I have 12 properties and will NEVER go through another agent again"

On entering their “emporium “ I was made to feel very welcome indeed by both Naz and Andrew.  
They are incredibly professional in their working environment and totally lovely as people.  They 
have both been in the business long enough to understand all the things the general buying /selling 
folk hate about estate agents and treat customers like they are the only customers on their books at 
that time.  We had the most superb efficient friendly and speedy service from Miles and Bird and in 
fact with their help and contacts were in our new home within 6 weeks!!

Thank you Naz and Andrew for being diligent efficient fast and of course super friendly and kind.  I 
have 12 properties and will NEVER go through another agent again.  Well done and all the praise is 
well deserved.

Valerie F / Buyer Exchanged / 12th December 2017

"the perfect estate agent"

The most oustanding quality of Miles and Bird is their communication skills. At no stage of the sales 
process was I left wondering what was happening. Add this to charm of the partners, their friendly 
yet professional service and you will have found the perfect estate agent--I certainly did. Miles and 
Bird, a welcome addition to Molesey.

Peter L / Seller Exchanged /  12th December 2017

"Andy Miles .... a real gent"

We first met Andy Miles when selling our house a few years ago. He was super to work with - very 
straightforward, helpful and knowledgeable. Even our seller described him as a "real gent", having 
himself come across Andy before! He has since taken the time to visit our new home to offer advice 
about improvements, which was very kind as he knew that we would not be likely to be on the move 
again in the near future!

More recently Naz and Andy generously agreed to support Teddington School and sponsored 
advertising boards for its annual plant sale Their support went far beyond the normal financial 
sponsorship of boards - Naz was very enthusiastic and helpful: she spent a morning visiting local 
shops with me to ask them to put up posters, and also enterprisingly negotiated a free full-page 
advert for the school sale in a local paper. Andy and Naz also came to the school sale and bought 
some plants too, which really was a pleasant surprise!

Philip Motha / Teddington School PTA / November 2017
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"Molesey Women's Institute.... thanks and appreciation"

On behalf of the Molesey WI committee I would like to express my thanks and appreciation to Miles 
& Bird for their support over the last year for providing us with the use of their premises for our 
monthly committee meetings. Relaxed and professional surroundings which helps us to achieve our 
work each month. Thank you so much.

Miranda Ingold / President of Molesey Women's Institute / November 2017

If you are thinking of moving, we should be talking.  Please call 
Andrew Miles on 020 3875 3875 to arrange a valuation.


